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Nordic Ash

Dark OakDark OakHickory WalnutHickory Walnut

BaroqueBaroqueRural OakRural Oak

Charred OakCharred Oak

Blackened ElmBlackened Elm

Premium OakPremium OakUltra White Gloss

EXOCHIQUE FINISHES
Breathe life into your bathroom with the 
unparalleled gloss of Exochique. Nothing 
compares to the world’s best gloss 
laminate. Amazing depth, lustre, along 
with higher UV and impact resistance 
compared to other gloss products. 
Exochique is a composite laminate 
with a hardened top layer bonded to 
the substrate with a unique heat and 
moisture resistant bonding technology. 

Please refer to our website for full cleaning instructions.Please refer to our website for full cleaning instructions.

CABINET Finishes

STANDARD FINISHES
Colours have been selected from around 
the world to complement New Zealand 
bathroom trends. The colour is heat 
bonded on to the surface of NZ board to 
create a hard wearing durable cabinet 
that when looked after, will look like new 
for years to come.   
Athena’s stylish Super Gloss White* finish 
is achieved by utilising world leading 
acrylic laminate technology.  It produces 
and exceptional gloss with a deep lustre. 

*Super Gloss White is utilised on the front *Super Gloss White is utilised on the front 
of Athena vanities while the side are made of Athena vanities while the side are made 
from gloss melamine. from gloss melamine. 

White Ash MaliMali

Super Gloss 
White* BlackBlackGraphiteGraphite

Ultra Touch  
Matt White

Ultra Touch  Ultra Touch  
Matt BlackMatt Black

Ultra Touch Matt Ultra Touch Matt 
TungstenTungsten

DURACHIQUE FINISHES
This flagship colour range of Durachique, 
taps into the heart of the latest 
European colour trends – refined 
and selected for New Zealand. Our 
Durachique cabinets are manufactured 
with heat and moisture resistant bonding 
technology to create a unique finish that 
is thicker and denser than standard 
colours. White ash and Mali feature a 
textured surface with a tactility that 
sets them apart from others.

* Super Gloss white in Exochique is * Super Gloss white in Exochique is 
front and side panelsfront and side panels


